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Abstract: Today, business process modeling languages as one of the main components of information systems
design are discussed. Many of these languages include limitations and possibilities that they cause only
certain types of business process can be modeled. Just some of the business processes modeling languages,
can support all of perspectives and few of them have real-time descriptions. This study provides a rich
modeling language called PVDM, which integrate Petri net with VDM-SL.
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INTRODUCTION in industry [5, 6]. VDM is a model-based method for

In the past decade the use of formal methods to systems [8, 9]. However, VDM does not support the
develop reliable systems is greatly increased and effective definition of concurrent systems.
accordingly many formal methods have been developed Petri nets are a graphical and mathematical model for
[1], that each of these methods has specific applications describing the control structures and dynamic behavior of
such as development concurrent, distributed, real-time concurrent and distributed systems [10, 1]. The graphical
systems, etc. The development of software systems based nature and powerful design tool of Petri nets provide a
on business process is also considered [2]. The design visual communication [11].
languages of business process are usually only able to There are more than 300 business processes
express process or control-flow, while considering the modeling language such that, Petri nets are the core of
data, resource and task perspectives for business many of these languages; but Petri nets alone have
processes modeling is also very important. In this study advantages and disadvantages for business processes
a  business  process  modeling  language (called PVDM) modeling. Therefore, new developments of this model and
is presented. PVDM integrated Petri net as a modeling its integration with other models usually are used. Some
tool and formal specification of VDM-SL, such that it can of the most important advantages and disadvantages are:
not only display control-flow aspect of the business
process but also describe other perspectives. Advantages of Petri nets [12]:

Business Process Models should have a formal
foundation. The two main reasons are: 1) formal models Formal semantics despite the graphical nature.
are devoid of ambiguity and 2) formal models increase the State-based instead of event-based.
potential for analysis [3]. Abundance of analysis techniques.

Formal methods are widely recognized as a means to
write precise, consistent and unambiguous specifications Disadvantages of Petri nets [13, 14, 15]: conflict,
[4]. VDM have been developed in the late 1970s [5]. It has livelock, deadlock and confusion.
a recognized international standard and also a The benefits of integrating Petri nets with VDM-SL
comprehensive set of tools supporting it [6]. The include:
corresponding standardized definition language is called
VDM-SL [5, 7]. Since it is one of the oldest and well Improvement of Petri net problems through formal
developed formal methods, it has the most history of use descriptions of VDM-SL.

description and development of sequential software
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A unified formal language for modeling different
types of business process (sequential and
concurrent process).
Explain and describe the various aspects of business
process (data, process, resource and task
perspective).
New theoretical and methodological research
problems resulted from the integration. Fig. 1: Petri net elements participating in the VDM-SL

Related Work: Methods integration is a promising
approach for complex software development [16]. For this purpose, for each transition a VDM-SL
Nowadays a lot of works focus on the integration of operation with same name is determined, which formally
several  approaches  in  a  unique  method  [17]  in order describe operation of each transition. In addition, places
to provide  techniques  and  tools    for    software contain required conditions for execution of each
development. transition.

Due to the use of visual methods is easier for For establishing correspondence between formal
analysts and users, nowadays many researchers sought descriptions and behavior of a system in designing
to find the combination of graphical methods. One of the PVDM, each operation of VDM-SL exactly equivalent with
best researches is UML 2.0 which is combined with OCL pattern of Fig. 1 of Petri net.
formal language [18]. PVDM is a rich Petri net such that has been

In [19] an effective integration of the two techniques, developed with VDM-SL notations. Based on a contract,
Object-Z with Timed Automata, with communication notations are followed:
mechanisms for designing complex systems is presented.

In [1] a formal method integrating Petri nets with Z In each transition, operation  header,  mode of
(called PZ nets) for specifying concurrent and distributed access  to  attributes  and  postcondition,  are
systems is presented. The essence, benefits and problems defined.
of the integration are discussed. Preconditions are described in the input places. 

Gabriel Ciobanu and Maciej Koutny presented a The results of execution of each transition are
process algebra (called TiMo) in which timeouts of defined in the output places.
interactions and adaptable migrations in a distributed
environment with explicit locations can be specified. Also As can be seen in Fig. 1, input places of each
they provided a structural translation of TiMo into transition   (preconditions)    indeed    are   predicate,
behaviorally equivalent high level timed Petri nets [20]. which  if  they   be   true,   its   corresponding  operation

SOFL is a formal language and method for practical is   executed.  In  addition,   output  places represent
systems development [21]. As a language, it integrates results  of  execution  of  operation  with a predicate,
data flow diagrams, VDM-SL and Petri nets to provide a which  indeed  provide   preconditions  for next
graphical and textural formal notation for specification transitions.
construction. As a method it is a combination of Modeling Steps by PVDM. In system modeling, the
structured method and object-oriented method. identification and representation of an environmental

RAISE [22] which integrates VDM and Petri Nets had model is important [23]. Modeling by PVDM following
also used such approach of integration [16]. steps are suggested: 

PVDM: In this study a new business process modeling The main events are modeled by Petri net.
language (called PVDM) is presented. PVDM integrates A formal operation is defined for each transition.
Petri nets and VDM-SL such that Petri net is used to Necessary conditions for executing of each transition
specify the overall structure, control-flow and causal are described.
relation of a business process [1]; and VDM-SL is used to Types, variables, constants, invariant and
define tasks and constrains of the business process. initialization are determined.

operation
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Fig. 2: Shows the above steps

Fig. 3: Presenting information, resource and task perspective in the VDM-SL operation

The Perspectives of Business Process Modeling. The Process  Perspective  in  PVDM. Process perspective
four main perspectives for business process modeling in PVDM is displayed via graphical structure of Petri net.
have been introduced as follows: So control-flow or ordering of tasks in the business

Process perspective Resource Perspective in PVDM. Necessary resources
Information perspective are introduced in the state definition and are called for any
Resource perspective of operations. After the operation, disposal resources will
Task perspective be released.

The    process      perspective    describes   the added to complete specifications of system through
control-flow,     i.e., the       ordering        of     tasks. symbol - - [6]. In PVDM, resources and data are
The     information    perspective    describes   the  data introduced with this symbol, without a compromise to be
that are used. The resource perspective describes the entered into VDM-SL structure. In each operation are
structure   of   the   organization   and  identifies used keyword “use” for calling required data and
resources, roles and groups. The task perspective resources in postcondition and keyword “avail” for
describes  the  content of individual steps in the ensuring the availability of resources in precondition.
processes [24]. Finally, by keyword “free”, used resources are released.

PVDM supports each of four perspectives that Thus, in addition to supporting of resources perspective
mentioned above. in PVDM, readability of specifications will be increased.

process modeling can be easily identified.

VDM-SL has the capability that comments can be
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Fig. 4: Specific patterns and their related operations

Information Perspective in PVDM: PVDM variables are each transition. In other words, content of each element
divided into two categories: in the control-flow is described as a precise and

Global Variable: these variables are defined in the Information, resource and task perspective in the
state and for all operations are known. In each standard template for VDM-SL operation are shown in
operation, global variable with its type is called and Fig. 3.
its access mode by keyword “ext” is determined.
Local Variable: these variables are also divided into Specific Patterns: PVDM can support special patterns,
two categories: such as AND-split, OR-split, etc. For each transition, a
Input Variable: these variables and their types, both VDM-SL operation is considered, Such that takes places
of them are defined in the operation header within as argument. Preconditions include the predicate of the
parentheses. input places and postcondition is a logical composition of
Output Variable: these variables and their types, both precondition. Patterns [25] and their related operations are
of them are defined in the operation header outside shown in Fig. 4.
parentheses.

Local variables only for operation are known that are
defined for them. Data or global variables can be BPMN and Petri nets are used for modeling different
considered as resource. types of systems (sequential and concurrent) and can

Task Perspective in PVDM. One important features of show overall structure of models. VDM is only used for
PVDM is supporting of task perspective. This possibility specifying sequential systems, but PVDM creates the
is provided by definition of the VDM-SL operation for possibility  that  advantages  of  VDM   also   be   used  in

unambiguous formal description.

CONCLUSION
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Table 1: Comparison BPMN, PN, YAWL and PVDM

Aspect of comparision YAWL PN BPMN PVDM

Model-based + + + +

Number of graphical symbols 14 3 39 3

Supporting of the information perspective + + + +

Supporting of the process perspective + + + +

Supporting of the resource perspective - - - +

Supporting of the task perspective - - - +

Modeling capability of sequential processes + + + +

Modeling capability of concurrent processes + + + +

Modeling capability of real-time processes - - - +

simplicity + -/+ + +/-

Complete formal description - - - +

concurrent systems. VDM-SL descriptions are very useful
in real-time systems [8, 9]. Hence real-time processes can
be modeled by PVDM.

BPMN for process modeling uses more than thirty
symbols. This makes difficult for understanding, learning
and its analysis. Also YAWL can cover 14 different
patterns [26, 27] while PVDM uses only three graphical
symbols of Petri net.

BPMN and Petri net just support control-flow
perspective and YAWL just supports control-flow and
information perspectives while PVDM not only support
control–flow, information and resource perspectives but
also formally describe tasks.

 Comparison BPMN, PN, YAWL and PVDM is shown
in Table 1.
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